Candy Crush R Saga

Xavier Guardiola
Lead Data Scientist
Rasmus Bååth
Data Scientist

King - Activision - Blizzard
342 M unique monthly players
Data engineers
ETL, Hadoop, Data modelling, Streaming, etc.

Data scientists
Analysis, Dashboards, Modelling, AB testing, etc.
Dealing with BIG data
Data sources

BIG data

Hadoop
Hive
Impala
Exasol

Internal R packages

Scylla
Rscylla
RKing
querR
Scylla

A query scheduler with tentacles™. Combined with a client you can do the following.

- Fire a Hive query from an interactive environment, do whatever you were doing without having to wait for the

*myyc* 1.13.5 - keeping the feature but sadly not using it with impala anymore
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3 months ago

.gitignore

initial commit

10 months ago

LICENSE-APACHE

initial commit

10 months ago

README.md

1.13.3 - impala jdbcstring now supports UID=%%s as a placeholder

4 months ago

pom.xml

1.13.5 - keeping the feature but sadly not using it with impala anymore

3 months ago
Production grade dashboards
Ad hoc dashboards
No report without code initiative
GitHub Enterprise

- IPython notebooks
- RMarkdown
- Kingfluence (wiki)
Internal R packages

- RKing
- KingluenceR
- playtesteR
- benchmarkeR

- IPython notebooks
- RMarkdown
- Kingfluence (wiki)
Thanks.

We are hiring top R guns!